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PREFACE

Codename “Oslo” is the name of the first release of Microsoft’s modeling platform.
Oslo was created to simplify the process of developing, deploying, and managing soft-
ware. The fundamental premise of Oslo is to reduce the gap between the intention of
the developer and the artifacts that are deployed and executed. The approach used
by Oslo is to allow software to be expressed as transparent and dynamic data rather
than as opaque and static code. We refer to the data that defines a piece of software
as a model. In Oslo, models are captured as structured data that is present through-
out the software lifecycle. What makes Oslo unique is the fact that applications and
services are actually defined and executed based on their models. That is, platform
components read modeling information at runtime to control the behavior of an
application or service. The idea is that there is no “code-spit” phase in which source
code and modeling information get out of sync—rather, the model is the truth as far
as the runtime is concerned.

The ability to define and execute programs in terms of data is one distinguishing
characteristic of Oslo. Another distinguishing characteristic is the approach to mak-
ing modeling information accessible to people. Oslo includes a graphical tool for cre-
ating, viewing, and updating modeling information that provides a uniform diagram-
matic design surface. For many situations, diagrams are the best way for people to
interact with data. However, there are also many situations (and many people) for
which text is the best way to think about and work with information. That is the moti-
vation for the “Oslo” modeling language (known as Codename “M” or just M).

M is a language for defining domain models and languages. (The latter are often
referred to as textual DSLs.) An M domain model defines schemas and projections
over structured data. An M domain language defines transformations between linear
text and structured data. Both M models and languages share a common underlying
data model for structured data that is compatible with relational stores such as SQL. 

Part I of this book describes the domain model and language components from a
pre-release version of M (specifically, the October 2008 version of the language). Part
II of this document describes the textual modeling language Mg (again, the October
2008 version of the language).

For updates and errata to this specification, please refer to http://msdn.microsoft.
com/oslo.

xi

http://msdn.microsoft.com/olso
http://msdn.microsoft.com/olso
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C H A P T E R  1

INTRODUCTION TO “M”

The “Oslo” Modeling Language (M) is a modern, declarative language for working
with data. M lets users write down how they want to structure and query their data
using a convenient textual syntax that is convenient to both author and read. 

M does not mandate how data is stored or accessed, nor does it mandate a spe-
cific implementation technology. Rather, M was designed to allow users to write down
what they want from their data without having to specify how those desires are met
against a given technology or platform. That stated, M in no way prohibits imple-
mentations from providing rich declarative or imperative support for controlling how
M constructs are represented and executed in a given environment.

M builds on three basic concepts: values, types, and extents. Here’s how M
defines these three concepts:

1. A value is simply data that conforms to the rules of the M language. 
2. A type describes a set of values.
3. An extent provides dynamic storage for values. 

In general, M separates the typing of data from the storage/extent of the data. A given
type can be used to describe data from multiple extents as well as to describe the
results of a calculation. This allows users to start writing down types first and decide
where to put or calculate the corresponding values later.

On the topic of determining where to put values, the M language does not spec-
ify how an implementation maps a declared extent to an external store such as an
RDBMS. However, M was designed to make such implementations possible and is
compatible with the relational model. 

Another important aspect of data management that M does not address is that of
update. M is a functional language that does not have constructs for changing the con-
tents of an extent. How data changes is outside the scope of the language. That said,
M anticipates that the contents of an extent can change via external (to M) stimuli.
Subsequent versions of M are expected to provide declarative constructs for updat-
ing data.



This chapter provides a non-normative introduction to the fundamental concepts
in M. Chapters 2-6 provide the normative definition of the language.

1.1 Values

The easiest way to get started with M is to look at some values. M has intrinsic sup-
port for constructing values. The following is a legal value in M:

“Hello, world”

The quotation marks tell M that this is the text value Hello, world. M literals can also
be numbers. The following literal:

1

is the numeric value one. Finally, there are two literals that represent logical values:

true

false

We’ve just seen examples of using literals to write down textual, numeric, and logical
values. We can also use expressions to write down values that are computed.

An M expression applies an operator to zero or more operands to produce a
result. An operator is either a built-in operator (e.g., +) or a user-defined function
(which we look at in Section 1.2.5). An operand is a value that is used by the opera-
tor to calculate the result of the expression, which is itself a value. Expressions nest,
so the operands themselves can be expressions. 

M defines two equality operators: equals, ==, and not equals, !=, both of which
result in either true or false based on the equivalence/nonequivalence of the two
operands. Here are some expressions that use the equality operators:

1 == 1

“Hello” != “hELLO”

true != false

All of these expressions will yield the value true when evaluated.
M defines the standard four relational operators, less-than <, greater-than >, less-

than-or-equal <=, and greater-than-or-equal >=, which work over numeric and textual
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values. M also defines the standard three logical operators: and &&, or ||, and not !
that combine logical values.

The following expressions show these operators in action:

1 < 4           

1 == 1           

1 < 4 != 1 > 4

!(1 + 1 == 3)

(1 + 1 == 3) || (2 + 2 < 10)

(1 + 1 == 2) && (2 + 2 < 10)

Again, all of these expressions yield the value true when evaluated.

1.1.1 Collections
All of the values we saw in the previous section were simple values. In M, a simple
value is a value that has no uniform way to be decomposed into constituent parts.
While there are textual operators that allow you to extract substrings from a text
value, those operators are specific to textual data and don’t work on numeric data.
Similarly, any “bit-level” operations on binary values don’t apply to text or numeric
data.

An M collection is a value that groups together zero or more elements that them-
selves are values. We can write down collections in expressions using an initializer,
{ }.

The following expressions each use an initializer to yield a collection value:

{ 1, 2 }

{ 1 }

{ }

As with simple values, the equivalence operators == and != are defined over collec-
tions. In M, two collections are considered equivalent if and only if each element has
a distinct equivalent element in the other collection. That allows us to write the fol-
lowing equivalence expressions:

{ 1, 2 } == { 1, 2 }

{ 1, 2 } != { 1 }

both of which are true. 
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The elements of a collection can consist of different kinds of values:

{ true, “Hello” }

and these values can be the result of arbitrary calculation:

{ 1 + 2, 99 – 3, 4 < 9 }

which is equivalent to the collection:

{ 3, 96, true }.

The order of elements in a collection is not significant. That means that the following
expression is also true:

{ 1, 2 } == { 2, 1 }

Finally, collections can contain duplicate elements, which are significant. That makes
the following expression:

{ 1, 2, 2 } != { 1, 2 }

also true.
M defines a set of built-in operators that are specific to collections. The most

important is the in operator, which tests whether a given value is an element of the
collection. The result of the in operator is a logical value that indicates whether the
value is or is not an element of the collection. For example, these expressions:

1 in { 1, 2, 3 }

!(1 in { “Hello”, 9 })

both result in true.
M defines a Count member on collections that calculates the number of elements

in a collection. This use of that operator:

{ 1, 2, 2, 3 }.Count

results in the value 4. The postfix # operator returns the count of a collection, so
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{ 1, 2, 2, 3 }# == { 1, 2, 2, 3 }.Count

returns true.
As noted earlier, M collections may contain duplicates. You can apply the

Distinct member to get a version of the collection with any duplicates removed:

{ 1, 2, 3, 1 }.Distinct == { 1, 2, 3 }

The result of Distinct is not just a collection but is also a set, that is, a collection of
distinct elements.

M also defines set union “|” and set intersection “&” operators, which also yield
sets:

({ 1, 2, 3, 1 } | { 1, 2, 4 }) == { 1, 2, 3, 4 }

({ 1, 2, 3, 1 } & { 1, 2, 4 }) == { 1, 2 }

Note that union and intersection always return collections that are sets, even when
applied to collections that contain duplicates.

M defines the subset and superset using <= and >=. Again these operations con-
vert collections to sets. The following expressions evaluate to true.

{ 1, 2 } <= { 1, 2, 3 }

{ “Hello”, “World” } >= { “World” }

{ 1, 2, 1 } <= { 1, 2, 3 }

Arguably the most commonly used collection operator is the where operator. The
where operator applies a logical expression (called the predicate) to each element in a
collection (called the domain) and results in a new collection that consists of only the
elements for which the predicate holds true. To allow the element to be used in the
predicate, the where operator introduces the symbol value to stand in for the specif-
ic element being tested.

For example, consider this expression that uses a where operator:

{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } where value > 3

In this example, the domain is the collection { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } and the predi-
cate is the expression value > 3. Note that the identifier value is available only with-
in the scope of the predicate expression. The result of this expression is the collection
{ 4, 5, 6 }.
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M supports a richer set of query comprehensions using a syntax similar to that of
Language Integrated Query (LINQ). For example, the where example just shown can
be written in long form as follows:

from value in { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } 

where value > 3 

select value

In general, M supports the LINQ operators with these significant exceptions:

1. ElementAt/First/Last/Range/Skip are not supported—M collections are
unordered and do not support positional access to elements. 

2. Reverse is not supported—Again, position is not significant on M collections.
3. Take/TakeWhile/Single—These operators do not exist in M. 
4. Choose—This selects an arbitrary element.
5. ToArray/ToDictionary/ToList—There are no corresponding CLR types in M.
6. Cast-typing works differently in M—You can achieve the same effect using a

where operator. 

While the where operator allows elements to be accessed based on a calculation over
the values of each element, there are situations where it would be much more con-
venient to simply assign names to each element and then access the element values
by its assigned name. M defines a distinct kind of value called an entity for just this
purpose.

1.1.2 Entities
An entity consists of zero or more name-value pairs called fields. Entities can be con-
structed in M using an initializer. Here’s a simple entity value:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 }

This entity has two fields: one named X with the value of 100, the other named Y with
the value of 200.
Entity initializers can use arbitrary expressions as field values:

{ X = 50 + 50, Y = 300 - 100 }
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And the names of members can be arbitrary Unicode text:

{

[Horizontal Coordinate] = 100, 

[Vertical Coordinate] = 200 

}

If the member name matches the Identifier pattern, it can be written without the
surrounding [ ].  An identifier must begin with an upper or lowercase letter or “_” and
be followed by a sequence of letters, digits, “_”, and “$”.

Here are a few examples:

HelloWorld = 1 // matches the Identifier pattern

[Hello World] = 1 // doesn’t match identifier pattern

_HelloWorld = 1 // matches the Identifier pattern

A = 1 // matches the Identifier pattern

[1] = 1 // doesn’t match identifier pattern

It is always legal to use [ ] to escape symbolic names; however, most of the examples
in this document use names that don’t require escaping and, therefore, do not use
escaping syntax for readability.

M imposes no limitations on the values of entity members. It is legal for the value
of an entity member to refer to another entity:

{

TopLeft = { X = 100, Y = 200 }, 

BottomRight = { X = 400, Y = 100 } 

}

or a collection:

{

LotteryPicks = { 1, 18, 25, 32, 55, 61 }, 

Odds = 0.00000001 

}

or a collection of entities:

{

Color = “Red”,

Path = {

{ X = 100, Y = 100 },
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{ X = 200, Y = 200 },

{ X = 300, Y = 100 },

{ X = 300, Y = 100 },

}

}

This last example illustrates that entity values are legal for use as elements in collec-
tions.

Entity initializers are useful for constructing new entity values. M defines the dot,
“.”, operator over entities for accessing the value of a given member. For example,
this expression:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 }.X

yields the value of the X member, which in this case is 100. The result of the dot oper-
ator is just a value that is subject to subsequent operations. For example, this expres-
sion:

{ Center = { X = 100, Y = 200 }, Radius = 3 }.Center.Y

yields the value 200.

1.2 Types

Expressions give us a great way to write down how to calculate values based on other
values. Often, we want to write down how to categorize values for the purposes of val-
idation or allocation. In M, we categorize values using types. 

An M type describes a collection of acceptable or conformant values. We use
types to constrain which values may appear in a particular context (for example, an
operand, a storage location). 

With a few notable exceptions, M allows types to be used as collections. For
example, we can use the in operator to test whether a value conforms to a given type.
The following expressions are true:

1 in Number

“Hello, world” in Text

Note that the names of the built-in types are available directly in the M language. We
can introduce new names for types using type declarations. For example, this type
declaration introduces the type name My Text as a synonym for the Text simple type:
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type [My Text] : Text;

With this type name now available, we can write the following:

“Hello, world” in [My Text]

Note that the name of the type [My Text] contains spaces and is subject to the same
escaping rules as the member names in entities.

While it is moderately useful to introduce your own names for an existing type,
it’s far more useful to apply a predicate to the underlying type:

type SmallText : Text where value.Count < 7;

In this example, we’ve constrained the universe of possible Text values to those in
which the value contains less than seven characters. That means that the following
holds true:

“Terse” in SmallText

!(“Verbose” in SmallText)

Type declarations compose:

type TinyText : SmallText where value.Count < 6;

The preceding is equivalent to the following:

type TinyText : Text where value.Count < 6;

It’s important to note that the name of the type exists so an M declaration or expres-
sion can refer to it. We can assign any number of names to the same type (for exam-
ple, Text where value.Count < 7) and a given value either conforms to all of them
or to none of them. For example, consider this example:

type A : Number where value < 100;

type B : Number where value < 100;

Given these two type definitions, both of the following expressions will evaluate to
true:

1 in A

1 in B
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If we introduce the following third type:

type C : Number where value > 0;

we can also state this:

1 in C

In M, types are sets of values, and it is possible to define a new type by explicitly enu-
merating those values:

type PrimaryColors { “Red”, “Blue”, “Yellow” }

This is how an enumeration is defined in M. Any type in M is a collection of values.
For example, the types Logical and Integer8 defined next could be defined as the
collections:

{ true, false }

{-128, -127, ..., -1, 0, 1, ..., 127}

A general principle of M is that a given value may conform to any number of types.
This is a departure from the way many object-based systems work, in which a value
is bound to a specific type at initialization-time and is a member of the finite set of
subtypes that were specified when the type was defined. 

One last type-related operation bears discussion—the type ascription operator
“:”. The type ascription operator asserts that a given value conforms to a specific type. 

In general, when we see values in expressions, M has some notion of the expect-
ed type of that value based on the declared result type for the operator or function
being applied. For example, the result of the logical and operator “&&” is declared to
be conformant with type Logical.

It is occasionally useful (or even required) to apply additional constraints to a
given value—typically to use that value in another context that has differing require-
ments.

For example, consider the following simple type definition:

type SuperPositive : Number where value > 5;

And let’s now assume that there’s a function named CalcIt that is declared to accept
a value of type SuperPositive as an operand. We’d like M to allow expressions like
this:
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CalcIt(20)

CalcIt(42 + 99)

and prohibit expressions like this:

CalcIt(-1)

CalcIt(4)

In fact, M does exactly what we want for these four examples. This is because these
expressions express their operands in terms of simple built-in operators over con-
stants. All of the information needed to determine the validity of the expressions is
readily and cheaply available the moment the M source text for the expression is
encountered.

However, if the expression draws upon dynamic sources of data or user-defined
functions, we must use the type ascription operator to assert that a value will conform
to a given type. 

To understand how the type ascription operator works with values, let’s assume
that there is a second function, GetVowelCount, that is declared to accept an operand
of type Text and return a value of type Number that indicates the number of vowels in
the operand. 

Since we can’t know based on the declaration of GetVowelCount whether its
results will be greater than five or not, the following expression is not a legal M
expression:

CalcIt( GetVowelCount(someTextVariable) )

Because GetVowelCount’s declared result type Number includes values that do not con-
form to the declared operand type of CalcIt, which is SuperPositive, M assumes that
this expression was written in error and will refuse to even attempt to evaluate the
expression.

When we rewrite this expression to the following legal expression using the type
ascription operator:

CalcIt( GetVowelCount(someTextVariable) : SuperPositive )

we are telling M that we have enough understanding of the GetVowelCount function
to know that we’ll always get a value that conforms to the type SuperPositive. In
short, we’re telling M we know what we’re doing.

But what if we don’t? What if we misjudged how the GetVowelCount function
works and a particular evaluation results in a negative number? Because the CalcIt
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function was declared to accept only values that conform to SuperPositive, the sys-
tem will ensure that all values passed to it are greater than five. To ensure this con-
straint is never violated, the system may need to inject a dynamic constraint test that
has a potential to fail when evaluated. This failure will not occur when the M source
text is first processed (as was the case with CalcIt(-1))—rather it will occur when the
expression is actually evaluated. 

Here’s the general principle at play.
M implementations will typically attempt to report any constraint violations

before the first expression is evaluated. This is called static enforcement, and imple-
mentations will manifest this much like a syntax error. However, as we’ve seen, some
constraints can only be enforced against live data and, therefore, require dynamic
enforcement.

In general, the M philosophy is to make it easy for users to write down their inten-
tion and put the burden on the M implementation to “make it work.” However, to
allow a particular M program to be used in diverse environments, a fully featured M
implementation should be configurable to reject M program that rely on dynamic
enforcement for correctness to reduce the performance and operational costs of
dynamic constraint violations.

1.2.1 Collection Types
M defines a type constructor for specifying collection types. The collection type con-
structor restricts the type and count of elements a collection may contain. All collec-
tion types are restrictions over the intrinsic type Collection, which all collection val-
ues conform to:

{ } in Collection

{ 1, false } in Collection

! (“Hello” in Collection)

The last example is interesting, in that it illustrates that the collection types do not
overlap with the simple types. There is no value that conforms to both a collection
type and a simple type.

A collection type constructor specifies both the type of element and the accept-
able element count. The element count is typically specified using one of the three
operators:

T* - zero or more Ts

T+ - one or more Ts

T#m..n – between m and n Ts
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The collection type constructors can either use operators or be written longhand as a
constraint over the intrinsic type Collection:

type SomeNumbers : Number+;

type TwoToFourNumbers : Number#2..4;

type ThreeNumbers : Number#3;

type FourOrMoreNumbers : Number#4..;

These types describe the same sets of values as these longhand definitions:

type SomeNumbers : Collection where value.Count >= 1 

&& item in Number;

type TwoToFourNumbers : Collection where value.Count >= 2 

&& value.Count <= 4

&& item in Number;

type ThreeNumbers : Collection where value.Count == 3 

&& item in Number;

type FourOrMoreNumbers : Collection where value.Count >= 4 

&& item in Number;

In the case that value itself is a collection, an additional variable item is introduced
into scope. The item variable ranges over the elements of value (which must be a col-
lection). Clauses that use item must hold for every element of value.

Independent of which form is used to declare the types, we can now assert the
following hold: 

!({ } in TwoToFourNumbers)

!({ “One”, “Two”, “Three” } in TwoToFourNumbers)

{ 1, 2, 3 } in TwoToFourNumbers

{ 1, 2, 3 } in ThreeNumbers

{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } in FourOrMoreNumbers

The collection type constructors compose with the where operator, allowing the fol-
lowing type check to succeed:

{ 1, 2 } in (Number where value < 3)* 

where value.Count % 2 == 0

Note that the where inside the parentheses applies to elements of the collection, and
the where outside the parentheses operator applies to the collection itself.
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1.2.2 Nullable Types
We have seen many useful values: 42, “Hello”, {1,2,3}. The distinguished value null
serves as a placeholder for some other value that is not known. A type with null in
the value space is called a nullable type. The value null can be added to the value
space of a type with an explicit union of the type and a collection containing null or
using the postfix operator ?. The following expressions are true:

! (null in Integer)

null in Integer?

null in (Integer | { null } )

The ?? operator converts between a null value and known value:

null ?? 1 == 1

3 ?? 1 == 3

Arithmetic operations on a null operand return null:

1 + null == null

null * 3 == null

Logical operators, conditional, and constraints require non-nullable operands.

1.2.3 Entity Types
Just as we can use the collection type constructors to specify what kinds of collections
are valid in a given context, we can do the same for entities using entity types. 

An entity type declares the expected members for a set of entity values. The
members of an entity type can be declared either as fields or as computed values. The
value of a field is stored; a computed value is evaluated. All entity types are restric-
tions over the Entity type.

Here is the simplest entity type:

type MyEntity : Language.Entity;

The type MyEntity does not declare any fields. In M, entity types are open in that enti-
ty values that conform to the type may contain fields whose names are not declared
in the type. That means that the following type test:
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{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in MyEntity

will evaluate to true, as the MyEntity type says nothing about fields named X and Y.
Most entity types contain one or more field declarations. At a minimum, a field

declaration states the name of the expected field:

type Point { X; Y; }

This type definition describes the set of entities that contain at least fields named X
and Y irrespective of the values of those fields. That means that the following type
tests will all evaluate to true:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in Point

// more fields than expected OK

{ X = 100, Y = 200, Z = 300 } in Point 

// not enough fields – not OK

! ({ X = 100 } in Point)               

{ X = true, Y = “Hello, world” } in Point

The last example demonstrates that the Point type does not constrain the values
of the X and Y fields—any value is allowed. We can write a new type that constrains
the values of X and Y to numeric values:

type NumericPoint {

X : Number;

Y : Number where value > 0;

}

Note that we’re using type ascription syntax to assert that the value of the X and Y

fields must conform to the type Number. With this in place, the following expressions
all evaluate to true:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in NumericPoint

{ X = 100, Y = 200, Z = 300 } in NumericPoint 

! ({ X = true, Y = “Hello, world” } in NumericPoint)

! ({ X = 0, Y = 0 } in NumericPoint)
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As we saw in the discussion of simple types, the name of the type exists only so that
M declarations and expressions can refer to it. That is why both of the following type
tests succeed:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in NumericPoint

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in Point

even though the definitions of NumericPoint and Point are independent.

1.2.4 Declaring Fields
Fields are named units of storage that hold values. M allows you to initialize the value
of a field as part of an entity initializer. However, M does not specify any mechanism
for changing the value of a field once it is initialized. In M, we assume that any
changes to field values happen outside the scope of M. 

A field declaration can indicate that there is a default value for the field. Field
declarations that have a default value do not require conformant entities to have a
corresponding field specified. (We sometimes call such field declarations optional
fields.) For example, consider this type definition:

type Point3d {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

Z = -1 : Number; // default value of negative one

}

Because the Z field has a default value, the following type test will succeed:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in Point3d

Moreover, if we apply a type ascription operator to the value:

({ X = 100, Y = 200 } : Point3d)

we can now access the Z field like this:

({ X = 100, Y = 200 } : Point3d).Z

This expression will yield the value -1.
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If a field declaration does not have a corresponding default value, conformant
entities must specify a value for that field. Default values are typically written down
using the explicit syntax shown for the Z field of Point3d. If the type of a field is either
nullable or a zero-to-many collection, then there is an implicit default value for the
declaring field of null for optional and {} for the collection. 

For example, consider this type:

type PointND {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

Z : Number?;        // Z is optional

BeyondZ : Number*;  // BeyondZ is optional too

}

Again, the following type test will succeed:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in PointND

and ascribing the PointND to the value will allow us to get these defaults:

({ X = 100, Y = 200 } : PointND).Z == null       

({ X = 100, Y = 200 } : PointND).BeyondZ == { } 

The choice of using a nullable type versus an explicit default value to model optional
fields typically comes down to style. 

1.2.5 Declaring Computed Values
Calculated values are named expressions whose values are computed rather than
stored. Here’s an example of a type that declares a computed value, IsHigh:

type PointPlus { 

X : Number;

Y : Number;

// a computed value

IsHigh() : Logical { Y > 0 }

}
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Note that unlike field declarations which end in a semicolon, computed value decla-
rations end with the expression surrounded by braces. 

Like field declarations, a computed value declaration may omit the type ascrip-
tion, as this example does:

type PointPlus { 

X : Number;

Y : Number;

// a computed value with no type ascription

InMagicQuadrant() { IsHigh && X > 0 }

IsHigh() : Logical { Y > 0 }

}

When no type is explicitly ascribed to a computed value, M will infer the type 
automatically based on the declared result type of the underlying expression. In this
example, because the logical-and operator used in the expression was declared as
returning a Logical, the InMagicQuadrant computed value also is ascribed to yield a
Logical value.

The two computed values we just defined and used didn’t require any additional
information to calculate their results other than the entity value itself. A computed
value may optionally declare a list of named parameters whose actual values must be
specified when using the computed value in an expression. Here’s an example of a
computed value that requires parameters:

type PointPlus { 

X : Number;

Y : Number;

// a computed value that requires a parameter

WithinBounds(radius : Number) : Logical {

X * X + Y * Y <= radius * radius

}

InMagicQuadrant() { IsHigh && X > 0 }

IsHigh() : Logical { Y > 0 }

}

To use this computed value in an expression, you must provide values for the param-
eters:

({ X = 100, Y = 200 } : PointPlus).WithinBounds(50)
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When calculating the value of WithinBounds, M will bind the value 50 to the symbol
radius—this will cause the WithinBounds computed value to evaluate to false.

It is useful to note that both computed values and default values for fields are part
of the type definition, not part of the values that conform to the type. For example,
consider these three type definitions:

type Point {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

}

type RichPoint {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

Z = -1 : Number;

IsHigh() : Logical { X < Y }

}

type WeirdPoint {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

Z = 42 : Number;

IsHigh() : Logical { false }

}

Because RichPoint and WeirdPoint have only two required fields (X and Y), we can
state the following:

{ X=1, Y=2 } in RichPoint

{ X=1, Y=2 } in WeirdPoint

However, the IsHigh computed value is only available when we ascribe one of these
two types to the entity value:

({ X=1, Y=2 } : RichPoint).IsHigh == true

({ X=1, Y=2 } : WeirdPoint).IsHigh == false

Because IsHigh is purely part of the type and not the value, when we chain the ascrip-
tion like this:

(({ X=1, Y=2 } : RichPoint) : WeirdPoint).IsHigh == false

the outer-most ascription that determines which function is called.
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A similar principle is at play with respect to how default values work. Again, the
default value is part of the type, not the entity value. When we write the following
expression:

({ X=1, Y=2 } : RichPoint).Z == -1

the underlying entity value still only contains two field values (1 and 2 for X and Y

respectively). Where default values differ from computed values is when we chain
ascriptions. Consider this expression:

(({ X=1, Y=2 } : RichPoint) : WeirdPoint).Z == -1

Because the RichPoint ascription is applied first, the resultant entity has a field
named Z whose value is -1; however, there is no storage allocated for the value. (It’s
part of the type’s interpretation of the value.) When we apply the WeirdPoint ascrip-
tion, we’re applying it to the result of the first ascription, which does have a field
named Z, so that value is used to specify the value for Z—the default value specified
by WeirdPoint is not needed. 

1.2.6 Constraints on Entity Types
Like all types, a constraint may be applied to an entity type using the where operator.
Consider the following type definition:

type HighPoint {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

} where X < Y;

In this example, all values that conform to the type HighPoint are guaranteed to have
an X value that is less than the Y value. That means that the following expressions:

{ X = 100, Y = 200 } in HighPoint

! ({ X = 300, Y = 200 } in HighPoint)

both evaluate to true.
Now consider the following type definitions:

type Point {

X : Number;

Y : Number;
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}

type Visual {

Opacity : Number;

}

type VisualPoint {

DotSize : Number;

} where value in Point && value in Visual;

The third type, VisualPoint, names the set of entity values that have at least the
numeric fields X, Y, Opacity, and DotSize.

Because it is a common desire to factor member declarations into smaller pieces
that can be easily composed, M provides explicit syntax support for this. We can
rewrite the VisualPoint type definition using that syntax:

type VisualPoint : Point, Visual {

DotSize : Number;

}

To be clear, this is just shorthand for the preceding long-hand definition that used a
constraint expression. Both of these definitions are equivalent to this even longer-
hand definition:

type VisualPoint {

X : Number;

Y : Number;

Opacity : Number;

DotSize : Number;

}

Again, the names of the types are just ways to refer to types—the values themselves
have no record of the type names used to describe them.

1.3 Queries

M extends LINQ query comprehensions with several features to make authoring sim-
ple queries more concise. The keywords, where and select are available as binary
infix operators. Also, indexers are automatically added to strongly typed collections.
These features allow common queries to be authored more compactly as illustrated
next.
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1.3.1 Filtering
Filtering extracts elements from an existing collection. Consider the following collec-
tion:

People {

{ First = “Mary”, Last = “Smith”, Age = 24 },

{ First = “John”, Last = “Doe”, Age = 32 },

{ First = “Dave”, Last = “Smith”, Age = 32 },

}

This query extracts people with Age == 32 from the People collection:

from p in People 

where p.Age == 32 

select p 

An equivalent query can be written with either of the following expressions:

People where value.Age == 32

People.Age(32)

The where operator takes a collection on the left and a Logical expression on the right.
The where operator introduces a keyword identifier value into the scope of the
Logical expression that is bound to each member of the collection. The resulting col-
lection contains the members for which the expression is true. The expression:

Collection where Expression

is exactly equivalent to:

from value in Collection

where Expression

select value

Collection types gain indexer members that correspond to the fields of their corre-
sponding element type. That is, this:

Collection . Field ( Expression )
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is equivalent to:

from value in Collection

where Field == Expression

select value 

1.3.2 Selection
Select is also available as an infix operator. Consider the following simple query:

from p in People 

select p.First + p.Last

This computes the select expression over each member of the collection and returns
the result. Using the infix select it can be written equivalently as:

People select value.First + value.Last

The select operator takes a collection on the left and an arbitrary expression on the
right. As with where, select introduces the keyword identifier value that ranges over
each element in the collection. The select operator maps the expression over each
element in the collection and returns the result. The expression:

Collection select Expression

Is exactly equivalent to:

from value in Collection

select Expression

A trivial use of the select operator is to extract a single field:

People select value.First

Collections are augmented with accessors to fields that can be extracted directly. For
example People.First yields a new collection containing all the first names, and
People.Last yields a collection with all the last names.
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1.4 Modules

All of the examples shown so far have been “loose M” that is taken out of context. To
write a legal M program, all source text must appear in the context of a module defi-
nition. A module defines a top-level namespace for any type names that are defined.
A module also defines a scope for defining extents that will store actual values, as well
as computed values. 

Here is a simple module definition:

module Geometry {

// declare a type

type Point {

X : Integer; Y : Integer;

}

// declare some extents

Points : Point*;

Origin : Point;

// declare a computed value

TotalPointCount { Points.Count + 1; }

}

In this example, the module defines one type named Geometry.Point. This type
describes what point values will look like, but doesn’t mention any locations where
those values can be stored. 

This example also includes two module-scoped extents (Points and Origin).
Module-scoped field declarations are identical in syntax to those used in entity types.
However, fields declared in an entity type simply name the potential for storage once
an extent has been determined; in contrast, fields declared at module-scope name
actual storage that must be mapped by an implementation to load and interpret the
module.

Modules may refer to declarations in other modules by using an import directive
to name the module containing the referenced declarations. For a declaration to be
referenced by other modules, the declaration must be explicitly exported using an
export directive. 

Consider this module:
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module MyModule {

import HerModule; // declares HerType

export MyType1;

export MyExtent1;

type MyType1 : Logical*;

type MyType2 : HerType;

MyExtent1 : Number*;

MyExtent2 : HerType;

}

Note that only MyType1 and MyExtent1 are visible to other modules. This makes the
following definition of HerModule legal:

module HerModule {

import MyModule; // declares MyType1 and MyExtent1

export HerType;

type HerType : Text where value.Count < 100;

type Private : Number where !(value in MyExtent1);

SomeStorage : MyType1;

}

As this example shows, modules may have circular dependencies.
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